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(English)   

                                                          CLOZE TEST 

Some time (1) I heard a motivational speaker urging young people to never be 
ordinary; “Strive to be extraordinary!” he exhorted them. I know he meant well, but I 
did wonder (2) this, especially as we (3) more and more young people making (4) 
way (5) life with a befuddled mix of feeling special, entitled yet frustrated and 
struggling with issues of self-esteem. It (6) me of a teaching story about (7) God 
plays a joke on every new-born, whispering, ‘You are the special one!’ But the joke 
quickly wears thin when, as adult, the once new-born starts (8) up against several 
billion others on this planet who all assume that they are ‘the special one’.  

Striving to be extraordinary (9) involves competition and comparison, winning and 
losing. But when one doesn’t win there is that (10) term applied – loser – if not by 
others, then by oneself. Working with young people I find many applying this word 
to anyone less than the best -- while living in dread of it being applied to them! 

 Q.1- (A) before (B) ago          (C) latter (D) passing 

 Q.2- (A) in  (B) of     (C) to (D) about 

 Q.3- (A) find  (B) tries            (C) thought (D) considers 

 Q.4- (A) there (B) their   (C) its (D) his 

 Q.5- (A) of  (B) into                (C) through (D) across 

 Q.6- (A) allow (B) reminds (C) letting (D) believes 

 Q.7- (A) when (B) where           (C) why (D) how 

 Q.8- (A) running (B) giving           (C) peril (D) through 

 Q.9- (A) regular (B) naturally (C) exponential (D) natural 

Q.10- (A) clear (B) awful (C) better (D) awesome 
 

 
 
 

ANSWER-  1.(B)  2. (D)  3. (A)  4. (B)  5. (C)  
6.(B)  7. (D)  8. (A)  9. (B)  10. (B) 
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